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Chapter 1 : Liverpool 3 - 3 AC Milan | Football | The Guardian
Welcome to the Bishopsgate. Bishopsgate is located in London's financial district, which is a short hop on the tube from
the thriving West End, a mere walk to the River Thames, and a stone's throw from the numerous bars and restaurants of
London's fashionable Hoxton and Shoreditch districts.

Preamble So here we are. After the long and twisting road to the final there are only two teams left standing in
the European Cup. My prediction is that a tired Milan side will play very badly and eventually win, because
they usually do. Their wildly optimistic predictions have been keeping the Sky news reporters in colourful
quote all day. At the back, Jaap Stam will partner Alessandro Nesta, while captain Paolo Maldini, appearing in
his seventh final, is moved out to left back at the expense of Georgian Kakha Kaladze. Didi Hamann and
Djibril Cisse miss out and will be cooling their heels on the bench. The teams AC Milan: Manuel Enrique
Mejuto Gonzalez Spain. Pre-match sniping "Even before the kick-off the Italians are up," writes Ben
Fitzpatrick. I sincerely, truly hope that Liverpool get absolutely stuffed tonight," writes Rob Smyth, once of
this parish and a devotee of the MU Rowdies Soccerball Kickers. What would you expect from a pig only a
grunt? Milan 1 - 0 Liverpool: Almost immediately, a totally unmarked Paolo Maldini scores for AC Milan
with a yard volley through a sea of players. It came from a set-piece - a Pirlo free-kick taken from the right of
the Liverpool box. Milan are one up after 50 seconds. Carlo Ancelotti predicted that his team would score
inside three minutes and he was spot on - they only needed one. Great stuff from Liverpool. Steven Gerrard
swung that corner out to the edge of the box, where John Arne Riise unleashed a pile-driver which looked to
be fizzing goalwards until it hit Jaap Stam in the face. Milan cleared, the ball went out to Gerrard on the right
wing and from the inevitable cross, Sami Hyypia brought a smart save out of Dida with a fine volley from the
edge of the box. Andriy Shevchenko beats the Liverpool offside trap and pelts down the right wing with
nobody near him. As he shapes to cross, with Liverpool looking in big trouble, Sami Hyypia appears out of
nowhere to provide a crucial block. There are only six minutes gone and this match is shaping up to be a
belter. Free-kick for Liverpool about 40 yards straight out from goal. Gerrard curls it towards the far post,
where Harry Kewell attempts to get his head to it. Kaka leans into him and does enough to knock him off
balance. Andriy Shevchenko picks up the ball in the corner, deep in Liverpool territroy. Steve Finnan
shepherds him towards the sideline, forcing him to play the ball back towards Maldini. Milan go close again.
Crespo won a corner which was sent into the near post by Pirlo. Crespo nicked half a yard on Steven Gerrard,
who was asleep, and flicked it goalwards. It was left to Luis Garcia to chest the ball off the line as it looked set
to creep in between player and post. John Arne Riise squanders possession with a feeble attempt to dribble
around Gennaro Gattuso deep in Milan territroy. Andriy Shevchenko sneaks in behind Djimi Traore and is
mere inches away from controlling a Pirlo purler from midfield, that would have seen him clear through on
goal. For Liverpool, Harry Kewell is hobbling. You never really know with Harry. Vladimir Smicer is getting
ready to come on. And to think some people say footballers are dumb. Kewell off, Smicer on. Luis Garcia has
moved into the space behind Baros previously occupied by Harry Kewell, while Vladimir Smicer has taken up
a position on the right side of midfield. Gerrard picks out Finnan with a cross-field pass and he delivers the
ball up the wing towards Baros. He wins a throw-in deep in Milan territory off Jaap Stam. Nothing comes of
it. Shevchenko celebrates after side-footing a low ball past Dudek and into the Liverpool goal, but the
linesman puts a stop to his gallop with a wave of his flag. A let-off for Liverpool. The Milan striker traps a
long ball from Pirlo, but is muscled off the ball before he can poke it past the onrushing Dudek. Luis Garcia
shanks a good knock-down over the bar from the edge of the Milan box. He had all the time in the world to tee
that one up and should have done better. The Liverpool defence is split by Kaka and Crespo is released.
Liverpool 0 - 2 Milan Hernan Crespo scores a tap-in from six yards mere seconds after Liverpool had a great
shout for a penalty turned down in the wake of a Nesta hand-ball in the Milan box. Luis Garcia had been
prevented from shooting by Nesta, who was on the floor in his own penalty area when the ball rolled against
his hand. Milan countered as Liverpool appealed for a spot-kic and the red defence was rent asunder by
Andriy Shevchenko, who eschewed an opportunity to shoot from a narrow angle. Choosing instead to roll the
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ball across the edge of the six-yard box, he provided it on a platter for Crespo, whose job was an easy one.
Liverpool 0 - 3 AC Milan This is turning into a rout. Latching on to a long ball from midfield, he ducked the
flat-footed Liverpool centre-halves and without breaking stride, contemptuously lifted the ball over the
horribly exposed Jerzy Dudek. It was a sublime finish. All we need now is Stephen Gerrard to ping lots of
yard passes straight into row Z and Jerzy Dudek to let the ball roll between his legs," guffaws Ben Fitzpatrick.
The most senior, the most junior or the most unfortunate? Do you get to drink? The last thing I need at the
moment is a drink, Simon. I might start typing my mind and nobody needs that. Baros looks like a catfish. Am
I alone in relishing thoughts of the obligatory tears and badge-kissing extravaganza planned for full time
before he does one to Chelsea next week? Those Liverpool greats must be turning in their graves to see such a
useless, lifeless performance. Sorry Bill, sorry Emlyn, sorry Tommy. Harry go back to your Roos son, you are
out of your class," writes Southampton fan Mike Snelling. The second half gets underway with Liverpool up
to their necks in it. Didi Hamann has come on, with Steve Finnan making way. Liverpool are playing three
across the back with four in midfield. Can they claw their way back? No chance, going on their dreadful first
half performance, but stranger things have happened. Steven Gerrard shins a ball he should have controlled
over the side-line, while the ITV1 commentators continue to blow sunshine up his nether regions. How badly
does he have to play before his legions of cheerleaders in the media will put down their pom-poms and pass
comment on it? Good effort- he had Dida beaten. Free-kick for Milan for a Hyypia foul on Kaka, just to the
left of the D. Shevchenko sends a low screamer wide of the wall and Jerzy Dudek pushes it out for a corner
with a strong left hand. Great strike, great save. Incidentally, it was more hapless defending from Djimi Traore
that allowed Kaka through in the first place. Liverpool 1 - 3 Milan At last! The ball was crossed from the left
and the Liverpool skipper looped it into the top right-hand corner with a fine header from the edge of the
six-yard box. Liverpool 2 - 3 Milan Vladimir Smicer scores. Vladimir Smicer picks up the ball just outside the
Milan box and shoots. The ball bounced just in front of Dida and crept in at the right-hand post. The two quid
I put on Liverpool to win this match at half-time at is looking like a great bet. I need two more before the 90
minutes are up. A penalty for Liverpool after Gerrard was pushed in the back by Gattuso. The Liverpool
skipper has flicked a switch and grabbed this match by the scruff of the neck. Liverpool 3 - 3 Milan More
drama. Milan are in tatters. He should have been as the Liverpool skipper was clean through and bearing down
on goal. Milan are gradually regaining composure after being rocked back on their heels by those three quick
sucker-punches. Now Djimi Traore redeems himself, hacking a Shevchenko shot off the line after Dudek
blunders. Steven Gerrard sends a screamer blazing over the bar from a few yards outside the box. Clarence
Seedorf concedes a free-kick wide on the right. Xabi Alonso plays the ball into Luis Garcia on the endline,
who attempts to wriggle towards towards the near post before being penalised. Jamie Carragher picks up a
yellow card for high feet. Somewhat harshly, it could be argued. The match has quietened down a bit, at last.
Milan Baros is penalised - I know not why - and Milan win a free-kick which enables them to play the ball out
from the back. Rafa Benitez is giving it a lash.
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Chapter 2 : Liverpool FC - Fixtures and Results
Located in London's financial district, a minute walk from Liverpool Street Station and a stone's throw from the numerous
bars and restaurants of London's fashionable Hoxton and Shoreditch districts.

Aldridge was on target again on the opening day of the season 27 August as Liverpool triumphed over
Charlton Athletic at Anfield and Aldridge grabbed all three goals. After five league games, they were second
in the league behind Norwich City. On the positive side, they did manage a league win - away to West Ham
United at the end of the month - and also managed to eliminate Walsall in the League Cup. Millwall , in their
first season in the top flight, were springing many surprises as they occupied third place, while regular
contenders Nottingham Forest completed the top five. However, the much anticipated title challenge from
Manchester United and Everton was not yet transpiring, as both clubs were in the bottom half of the table.
November[ edit ] November was another month of underachievement for Liverpool, who were unbeaten in
four games but only managed to win two of them, and ended the month still only fourth in the league, though
they had managed to cut the gap between themselves and leaders Norwich City to six points. Arsenal and
Millwall were still second and third respectively. However, they were now standing third in the league, with
new leaders Arsenal six points ahead of Liverpool and a point ahead of second placed Norwich City. They
were now nine points behind leaders Arsenal and second placed Norwich City, and two points behind Millwall
and Everton. Three weeks later they met Millwall in the fourth round at The Den and won , but their dreams of
a unique second double were still looking doubtful as a less than brilliant month meant they were still fourth in
the league and nine points adrift of leaders Arsenal, who had a game in hand. Norwich City were still second
and Coventry City had now leapfrogged them to occupy third place, though Everton had suffered another
setback and now stood ninth. They were victors in all six league games, the best game being a home win over
Luton Town on 14 March, and a home win over Derby County on 29 March meant that they ended the month
in third place - five points behind leaders Arsenal and with a game in hand. Norwich City were still second,
but the Reds were just two points behind them. Millwall and Nottingham Forest completed the top five, while
Manchester United and Everton were heading for mid table mediocrity after giving the Reds a serious run for
their money earlier in the season. This gave them a semi-final clash with Nottingham Forest at Hillsborough
on 15 April. A crush of Liverpool fans in the Leppings Lane end of the stadium as the game kicked off turned
into a scene of carnage as it became apparent that people were being injured, and after six minutes the match
was cancelled. It was soon clear that people were dying, while those lucky enough to survive managed to
escape by climbing over the security fences against which many of the dead and injured were crushed and
others managed to haul themselves to safety in the seated area above the behind-goal standing zone. Within a
couple of hours, there was talk of more than 30 deaths, and by the evening it was clear that the death toll was
well over double that amount. The death toll reached 95 on 19 April when year-old Lee Nichol died in hospital
from his injuries. A 96th fan - Tony Bland - died in March after being in a coma for nearly four years. For a
while, it looked as though the FA Cup would be cancelled in memory of the victims, but it was soon decided
that the competition would continue. By now, Arsenal had overtaken them and built up a five-point lead with
four games remaining, though Liverpool had a game in hand. As 90 minutes loomed, Arsenal had a lead but if
it stayed that way Liverpool would seal the title by a single goal. However, Arsenal midfielder Michael
Thomas scored with the last kick of the game and Arsenal sealed the league title by the narrowest possible
margin. Due to the Hillsborough tragedy, the English league season had been extended by two weeks and this
meant that several clubs - including Liverpool - played twice after the FA Cup final. This booked them their
second all-Merseyside final with Everton in four seasons. However, Rush scored the winner two minutes later,
meaning that he had scored twice in both of the all-Merseyside FA Cup finals. Had Liverpool won the league
title as well, they would have become the first team to repeat the double. But as had happened the previous
season when they had won the league title but been pipped to the FA Cup in the final they were beaten to this
unique honour at the final hurdle.
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Chapter 3 : Bishopsgate | Bishopsgate - Hotel in the City of London
The information provided in this publication is current as at the publication date only. Bedrooms, bathrooms, car spaces,
land, property, building, title, and zoning details are based on information provided by third parties and may not reflect
the current configuration or build.

Fulham Liverpool have struggled as of late, going in its last nine games, notably losing to Red Star Belgrade
in the Champions League. Sign up for free! Who better to get back on track against than the leakiest defense in
the Premier League? Fulham have not kept a clean sheet this season and have allowed the joint-most goals in a
Premier League season through 11 games at 29 Southampton. Fulham have allowed the second-most shots on
goal 68 and have the worst save percentage in the Premier League at Only Burnley 77 have allowed more
shots on goal this season. Liverpool have taken shots this season, fifth-most in the Premier League. He is also
in the top 10 in chances created Surprisingly, he has 44 ball recoveries, a stat you receive points for! Only
Theo Walcott 49 has more recoveries among forwards. Also, look at any Liverpool defender and goalkeeper
Alisson to fill out your roster. Wolverhampton Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang and his Arsenal teammates have a
big opportunity this weekend against Wolverhampton. In addition, Arsenal have outscored their opponents at
home during this unbeaten streak. Watford Here is your match to fill out the Tier 2s and 3s in your lineup.
Southampton have allowed 20 goals so far this season, one of five Premier League teams to do so. Watford
have scored 16 goals, including goals in 8 of their 11 league matches. Roberto Pereyra remains one of the
most influential Watford players, leading the team in shots 20 and goals 5. He has 72 ball recoveries and has
created 12 scoring opportunities. On the other side, Southampton have taken shots as a team, fourth-most in
the Premier League. While the Saints have not turned those into goals, you get the points either way. Nathan
Redmond and Mario Lemina are both worthy of consideration, as both have also taken at least 15 shots each
while having 50 or more ball recoveries.
Chapter 4 : Bishopsgate, London â€“ Updated Prices
Liverpool Street Station is a 3-minute walk, for Tube and rail services. Markets and museums Old Spitalfields Market,
one of London's don't-miss sights, is a 5-minute stroll from Bishopsgate. You'll find many other top-notch attractions
within a minute walk, including the Museum of London and Tower of London.

Chapter 5 : Google Tabellen: Kostenlos Tabellen online erstellen und bearbeiten
Watford 2, Liverpool 3. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool) left footed shot from very close range to the bottom right corner.
Assisted by Roberto Firmino. Show more updates. View Comments.

Chapter 6 : Napoli v Liverpool Match Report, 03/10/, UEFA Champions League | calendrierdelascience.com
The Liverpool Inn Hotel is a 4-star property in Liverpool City Centre district of Liverpool close to bars and restaurants.
Guests will appreciate The Liverpool Inn Hotel close proximity to The Beatles Story, which is meters away.

Chapter 7 : Bishopsgate - Wikipedia
Three Goals Three Points One Clean Sheet. See more of Liverpool FC on Facebook.

Chapter 8 : Insurance Plan of the City of Liverpool Vol. I: sheet 3
Plan of Liverpool - North Sheet () This is the north half of a detailed plan of Liverpool published in It is incredibly detailed,
showing every road name, paths within the parks, and even individual buildings in some streets (where those buildings
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were big enough).

Chapter 9 : â€“89 Liverpool F.C. season - Wikipedia
The season was the 97th season in Liverpool F.C.'s existence, and was their 26th consecutive year in the First Division,
and covers the period from 20 August to 26 May
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